No Gods, No Monsters
by Cadwell Turnbull

Kagen the Damned

F Turnbull
When creatures come out of the
shadows people start disappearing,
suicides and hate crimes increase,
and protests erupt globally until the
world finds out what has frightened
the monsters out of the dark.

by Jonathan Maberry
F Maberry
After captain Kagen Vale is drugged,
he must venture into strange lands,
battle creatures, and gather allies
for a suicide mission into the Witchking's empire to find the royal
children and exact his vengeance.

by Hannah Whitten
F Whitten
Red, a rare Second Daughter, is
supposed to be sacrificed to the
Wolf in the Wood, who turns out to
be a man who encourages her to use
the dangerous power she
can't control.

by Rebecca Roanhorse

The Jasmine Throne
by Tasha Suri
F Suri
A captive princess and a
maidservant priestess in possession
of forbidden magic become unlikely
allies, and eventually much more,
on a dark journey to save the fate of
their empire.

Daughter of the Moon
Goddess
by Sue Lynn Tan
F Tan
Forced to flee her home on the
moon after her magic flares up,
Xingyin embarks on a perilous quest
to save her mother.

Fantasy

For the Wolf

Black Sun
F Roanhorse
This book, inspired by the
civilizations of the Pre-Columbian
Americas, follows the unbalancing of
the holy city of Tova amid a fateful
solar eclipse.

Adult

Fiction
The Witch's Heart
by Genevieve Gornichec
F Gornichec
Traces the experiences of a banished
witch whose unexpected passionate
relationship with the trickster Loki
produces three remarkable offspring
before her family is targeted by
wrathful gods.

Magic, strange creatures,
and other worlds

She Who Became the Sun
by Shelley Parker-Chan
F Parker-Chen
When the Zhu family’s eighth-born
son dies during a brutal attack, his
sister—escaping her own fated
death—uses her brother’s identity to
claim another future altogether, her
brother’s fated greatness.
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SciFi/Fantasy
The Stardust Thief

Flint and Mirror

The City We Became

by Chelsea Abdullah

by John Crowley

by N.K. Jemisin

F Abdullah
After saving the life of a cowardly
prince, a hunter and seller of illegal
magic is blackmailed into finding an
ancient lamp which draws her into a
new reality.

F Crowley
Hugh ONeill, who has pledged love
and fealty to Elizabeth the Great, has
his loyalty split when the ancient
peoples of Ireland rise to win back
their lands and their way of life.

F Jemisin
In the dark underbelly of New York
City, a roiling, ancient evil stirs in the
halls of power, threatening to
destroy the city and her six
newborn avatars.

Book of Night

Comeuppance Served
Cold

Nettle & Bone

by Holly Black
F Black
In a world where shadows have
feelings and memories and can be
altered, a con artist bartender is
pitted against doppelgangers,
billionaires, thieves, and her sister.

F Deeds
In a magical version of 1929 Seattle,
a thief attempts a dangerous job
and a widowed speakeasy owner
seeks revenge while keeping her
shapeshifter brother safe.

F Kingfisher
To save her sister and topple a
throne, Marra must complete three
impossible tasks with the help of a
disgraced ex-knight, a reluctant fairy
godmother, an enigmatic
gravewitch, and her fowl familiar.

The Once and Future
Witches

Under the Whispering
Door

by Marion Deeds

Child of Light
by Terry Brooks
F Brooks
Auris Afton Grieg stages a desperate
escape from prison and meets up
with an unusual stranger who claims
to be a member of a magical race
and who insists that she is too.

Black Water Sister
by Zen Cho
F Cho
A reluctant medium is visited by the
ghost of her estranged grandmother
who is determined to settle a score
against a business magnate who has
offended a god.

by T. Kingfisher

by Alix E. Harrow

by TJ Klune

F Harrow
The three Eastwood sisters join the
suffragists of New Salem and use
witchcraft to change the
women's movement.

F Klune
At death, Wallace is given one week
to cross over to the land of the dead.
Wallace then sets about living a
lifetime in seven days.

The Library of the Dead

Phoenix Extravagant

by T.L. Huchu
F Huchu
Able to speak to Edinburgh's dead,
Ropa discovers that someone's
bewitching children. She feels
honor-bound to investigate and
what she finds below the city rocks
her world.

by Yoon Ha Lee
F Lee
When Gyen Jebi discovers the
government's horrifying crimes,
they steal the ministry's mighty
dragon automaton.

